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American Exceptionalism Revisited: Recent Trends in Transatlantic Studies
American Exceptionalism Revisited: Recent Trends decline of religion with the advent of urbanization and
in Transatlantic Studies
industrialization, and instead looks more closely at legal
frameworks and cultural contexts pitting American localThe volume under review offers new approaches to
ism against German centralism. Lehmann contends that
the study of transatlantic cultures–of the relations, con- in the United States aspects of voluntarism, revivalism,
nections, and divergences between the United States and
and pluralism “created a cultural climate that favored the
Europe, and more specifically, the United States and Ger- growth of religion and in which religious activism could
many. Grown out of a conference held at the German easily be related to matters of justice and social reform”
Historical Institute in 1995 in commemoration of the his- (p. 75). In the German context, the cooperation between
torian Erich Angermann (1927-92), the collection gathers state and church and the suppression of nonconformist
together essays by many notables in the field investigat- Christian groups “produced a cultural climate in which
ing countless aspects of transatlanticism over time–from religion was tainted with conservatism and with opposithe eighteenth to the twentieth century. Overall, the aim tion to ’progress’ ” (p. 75).
is to engage with and to contextualize what has come to
be understood as American exceptionalism and to strive
Darwinism and its reception in the United States and
for a more integrated view of transatlantic history. This in Europe is addressed by Carl N. Degler. Degler sees
comparative perspective informs each of the five parts the reactions in the old and the new world as indicainto which the book is organized.
tive of the intermingling of science and religion in the
nineteenth-century debate over Darwinism. Evolution
In Part One, “Transatlantic Faith and Beliefs,” Gerald and natural selection, the two core concepts of Darwin’s
Stourzh traces American constitutional history back to theory, were contested by American and European sciits English roots and points to a transformation process entists and theologians alike, and, according to Degler,
of the “inherited” English legal culture in America. Ari objections to and defenses of Darwinism followed largely
Hoogenboom somewhat idealistically and certainly con- similar patterns on both sides of the Atlantic. Still, Detroversially pleads for retaining a sense of American ex- gler differentiates the responses in their national and receptionalism when looking at the American republican ligious contexts (Catholic, Protestant) and singles out intradition and the impact of this republicanism on Amer- dividual voices which profoundly influenced the debate.
ican history and society up to the present.
By the end of the century he considers the controversy at
In Part Two, “Transatlantic Ideologies and the Per- a standstill–not because a conclusion had been reached,
ception of the Other,” Hartmut Lehmann studies “The but because both, science and religion, were now develRole of Religion in Germany and America in the Nine- oping independently of each other and moving in differteenth and Twentieth Centuries” and addresses the shift- ent directions. Taking the example of Germany and its
ing social function of Christianity in both societies. He nation-building enterprise and the United States and the
questions a simplifying secularization thesis that sees the rise of eugenics, Degler hints at aspects of nationalism,
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colonialism, and racism whose promoters–be they German or American–made use of Darwinian ideas according to their own tastes, a subject inviting further exploration.

into the ranks of white America, southern and eastern
European immigrants “were sometimes characterized as
nonwhite, or at least as sharing traits with nonwhites” (p.
151). In his assessment, Kusmer can make out no underlying economic patterns as the motivating force behind
racial violence. In Germany, Kusmer singles out Polish
immigrants as a minority group and discusses the discrimination faced by them. He also stresses the central
role of the Jewish population “whose place in the social
and political order was, for most Germans, the subject of
continual, often intense discussion and debate throughout the entire industrialization period” (p. 162). In spite
of differences between the two countries, the overall patterns resemble each other: in both national contexts,
modernity and industrialization are accompanied by conflict, cultural backlash, and profound anxieties about a
multi-ethnic and multi-racial society.

Hans L. Trefousse compares the ways in which Abraham Lincoln, Carl Schurz, and Otto von Bismarck employ nationalism as civil religion. Lincoln’s idealism of
American nationalism linked to republican freedom is
contrasted with Carl Schurz’s “two nationalisms,” one
derived from a German ethnic nationalism, the other
shaped by his new American loyalties. The fusion of
both, Schurz-biographer Trefousse argues, made Schurz
a powerful “role model” for Americans and GermanAmericans. Far removed from Lincoln’s and Schurz’s approach is Bismarck’s pragmatic enlistment of nationalism
in “his transformation from a Prussian patriot to a German nationalist” (p. 115). Trefousse argues that the case
studies of the three statesmen reveal three distinct ver“Movie Stereotypes, 1890-1918: Some German and
sions of nationalism as civil religion highlighting transat- American National Perceptions” is the title of Daniel J.
lantic differences.
Leab’s contribution, which establishes fundamental differences in the way Germans and Americans depicted
Part Three, titled “People in the Transatlantic World: each other in films. Americans tended to portray GerThe Perception of Self,” opens with Kathleen Neils mans negatively in the early years of the film industry.
Conzen’s fascinating essay, which takes the example
Contrary to the positive image Germans enjoyed as an
of Minnesota’s German- and Catholic-settled Stearns immigrant group in the United States, their cinematic
County to discuss the loyalties of German immigrants in
presence is dominated by a negative militaristic image
the United States between assimilation and “nationaliza- often connected to the figure of the Kaiser. This image
tion” on the one hand and an “intense localism” (p. 122)
intensified with the onset of World War I. By contrast,
paired with the desire for local autonomy on the other. the portrayal of the United States in early German films
The Civil War and the way it is experienced in this comstands out as much more positive regardless of the war
munity through national legislation (e.g. the draft) makes and its propaganda. Leab sees a prominence of the Westthese ambivalences and contradictions visible and reveals ern, which even the Kaiser enjoyed, and the presence
“an abiding determination to construct walls of commu- of Anglo-American detective films. In both genres, he
nal autonomy strong enough to withstand the pressures makes out contradictory, yet generally positive images
of an alien state, and an oppositional stance toward the of Americans, limited, however, to the male species.
state itself.” (p. 122) Conzen’s case study not only adds
to our understanding of German-American ethnicity in
Part Four, “Transatlantic Politics and Economics,” benineteenth-century America, she also contests the myth gins with Gerhard L. Weinberg’s comparison of Franklin
of the German-American abolitionist and enthusiastic Delano Roosevelt and Adolf Hitler, “A Contemporary
soldier of the Civil War, which was publicly created in Comparison Revisited”. Following the career of both figthe United States by the liberal Forty-Eighters and cher- ures, the author points to out that they, in fact, had litished by generations of historians.
tle in common apart from their contemporaneity. The
two never met in person, although Roosevelt had invited
Kenneth L. Kusmer investigates a “comparative his- Hitler to Washington in 1933–one step in the transattory of racism and xenophobia in the United States and lantic relations and the diplomatic history of the 1920s,
Germany, 1865-1933.” In the United States, he looks at 30s and 40s, which the author briefly chronicles.
the treatment of African Americans, Mexicans, Chinese,
and the so-called new European immigrants and sees
Elisabeth Glaser in “The Role of the Banker in
African Americans and Chinese immigrants as the prime Transatlantic History: J. P. Morgan and Co. and Aid
targets of racism. While European immigrants of Scandi- for the Allies, 1914-1916” analyzes the banker J. P. Mornavian and German descent were gradually assimilated gan’s involvement in supplying the Allies with financial
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